Objective To determine factors associated with good responses to speech therapy combined with transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) in aphasic patients after stroke.
INTRODUCTION
Stroke is the leading cause of chronic disability in adults, and is a leading public health problem in Korea in terms of the socioeconomic burden of more than 3 trillion won per year. 1 More than 60% of stroke patients have persistent neurological defi cits, with various disabilities
www.e-arm.org of daily living, aphasia, neglect, and other cognitive impairment. 2, 3 Among other factors, aphasia interrupts communication with therapists, making it difficult to participate in rehabilitation sessions. According to the brain lesion, aphasia is expressed as several types, and the recovery rates are diverse. [4] [5] [6] [7] As an effort to improve cognitive impairment including aphasia, diff erent treatment strategies have emerged. Neurorehabilitative treatment is one of those strategies and undergoing research and development. Generally, the treatment of aphasia is based on speech therapy for the improvement of communication. A brain polarization of the form of transcranial direct cur rent stimulation (tDCS), which was the method for enhancing language function and attention, has been proposed as an adjuvant strategy to improve aphasia in neurorehabilitation. 8, 9 As a tool for non-invasive brain polarization tDCS, does not cause pain and can easily be applied to sham stimulation, because it cannot be detected through auditory and somatosensory senses. In addition, it is known that brain excitability is controlled with tDCS depending on the polarity. 10 Lazar et al. 11 reported that spontaneous recovery mechanisms during the first 90 days may be augmented with biologically focused intervention early after stroke, perhaps with noninvasive brain stimulation, pharmacology, or targeted behavioral methods to improve function beyond what is currently predicted. With the study on adjuvant therapy such as tDCS, studies of factors affecting recovery of aphasia are also progressing. 12 Previous studies reported that prognosis is not better for non-fluent aphasia compared to fluent aphasia, 13 and predictability is less but the degree of improvement changed by the severity of stroke or aphasia. [14] [15] [16] According to studies in 2010, language dys func tions after stroke seem to show highly predictable recovery which is related to initial impairments and 70% of patients recovered during the fi rst 90 days. 11, 17 To improve the eff ectiveness of speech therapy in poststroke patients with aphasia, this study compared the functional change of language after speech therapy combined with tDCS and the factors associated with func tional improvement. In particular, it evaluated the factors associated with good responses to speech therapy combined with tDCS. Additionally, we confirmed that speech therapy combined with tDCS was a successful method to improve therapeutic eff ectiveness in aphasia after stroke and was not inferior to conventional speech therapy.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Subjects
Our study used medical records of image-verified patients, who were diagnosed and received treatments for aphasia after stroke between December 2007 and April 2009, and underwent assessment with Korean version of Western aphasia battery (K-WAB) before and after speech therapy combined with tDCS through in-or outpatients clinic. Subjects were excluded if they did not receive speech therapy combined with tDCS, did not complete speech therapy 10 times, or were treated less than 2 times a week. Patients were also excluded from the study if they had headache after tDCS, had a skull defect due to surgery, such as craniectomy, and those with contraindications to tDCS. A retrospective medical records survey was performed with a total 118 patients, and 67 patients were excluded. Four were discontinued because of discomfort such as headache, and 10 transferred to other hospitals or were discharged during treat ment (Fig. 1) . A total of 37 subjects with aphasia (males 26, females 11, mean age 62.4±12.9 year-old) were included at the analysis stage. Th e subjects started speech therapy combined with tDCS at an average of 220.9 days after stroke (Table 1) . www.e-arm.org
Methods
Speech therapy was performed based on the type of aphasia, specific features, and various responses of stimulation. One skillful speech therapist analyzed the results of K-WAB and individual aphasia types. Th e speech therapy methods used were stimulation with auditory and visual sense, such as a melody into na tion therapy, visual action therapy, and auditory comprehension training. Th ere were also other methods of speech therapy, such as context and stimulation word-oriented therapy, therapy for promoting aphasics' communicative effectiveness to improve communication skills, and practice sessions of speaking using a cognitive therapeutic approach. A cathodal tDCS (Iomed Phoresor PM850, Vista, Salt Lake City, Utah, USA) combined with speech therapy was applied to the patients. Thirty five cm 2 saline-soaked ano dal and cathodal electrodes (about 6×6 cm) were placed on the Broadmann area 45 (According to 10-20 electroencephalography system, Broadmann area 45 was defi ned as the space between T4-Fz and F8-Cz.) of unaff ected cerebral cortex overlying the inferior frontal gyrus and on the contralateral forehead above the orbit, as described previously. 10 The direct current was initially increased in a ramp-like fashion over several seconds (0-10 seconds) until reaching 1 mA (current density of 0.03 mA/cm 2 ). In tDCS, stimulation was maintained for a total of 20 minutes. 10, 18 Standard speech therapy combined with tDCS was for 30 minutes, a total of 10 times. In principle, speech therapy combined with tDCS was performed 5 times a week for two weeks, and at least 3 times a week for three weeks to consider the situation of the patient. For comparison of therapeutic eff ects, K-WAB was chec ked before speech therapy combined with tDCS and after the end of 10 sessions. The aphasia quotient % (AQ%) was used as a primary outcome measure, and factors such as age, sex, initial treat ment time after stroke, types of stroke, and type of aphasia were associated with the improvement of AQ% and investigated by reviewing medical records. However, a functional state index of patients was not used because Depending on the previously reported aphasia type of Koreans, 22 the standard value of primary initial severity assessment for analysis was determined to be 10% of AQ% (AQ%<10% or AQ%≥10%) and the standard value of secondary initial severity assessment was determined to be 20% (AQ%<20% or AQ%≥20%). A good response group was also defined as the group with 7% more than the degree of improvement in AQ% compared with K-WAB results before and after speech therapy.
Statistics
Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS, ver sion 17.0 for Windows, Chicago, USA) was used for all statistical analysis. Significance was accepted at p<0.05 and 95% confi dence intervals (CI) were provided. Evaluated AQ% of K-WAB before speech therapy combined with tDCS was compared between groups and variable factors, such as age, sex, days from onset, type of stroke, aphasia type, brain lesion, initial severity, by means of independent t-test, paired t-test, and logistic regression. Changes across therapy in each factor of K-WAB were evaluated by a paired t-test, and an independent t-test was used for delta AQ% (Δ AQ%) before and after K-WAB evaluation separated by previous factors. The independent effects of speech therapy combined with tDCS on functional recovery were assessed by a multivariate logistic regression model, unadjusted or adjusted for 7 key prognostic factors, namely, age, sex, days from onset, stroke type (infarction or hemorrhage), aphasia type, lesion of brain MRI (Broca's area, Wernicke's area, arcuate fasciculus, and insula), and initial severity. Th e correlation between the AQ% improvements of taking the natural logarithm with initial severity was evaluated by R 2 and Pearson correlation coeffi cient.
RESULTS
Initial AQ% before speech therapy with tDCS There was no statistically significant different in the AQ% of patients between sex (p=0.328) and age (p=0.949) for over 65 year-olds compared with under 65 year-olds before speech therapy combined tDCS. No significant differences were found between AQ% treated at ≤30 days with >30 days (p=0.977), and at ≤90 days and >90 days (p=0.234) after stroke. No statistical diff erence was observed between types of stroke (p=0.813). The type of aphasia could be categorized as non-fluent aphasia, such as global aphasia, transcortical motor aphasia, motor aphasia or Broca's aphasia, and fluent aphasia, such as transcortical sensory aphasia, sensory aphasia, Wernicke's aphasia, anomic aphasia, or conduction aphasia. When AQ% was compared for these two types of aphasia, the initial AQ% of fluent aphasia was signifi cantly higher than one of the non-fl uent aphasia, which was reported to be the same as the existing data (p=0.001). Brain lesions were individually separated by Broca's area corresponding to Broadmann area 45, Wernicke's area corresponding to posterior Broadmann area 22, arcuate fasciculus connecting the Broca's and Wernicke's area, and insula located on the inside of the temporal lobe using MRI FLAIR or T2 weighted axial image. When involving Broca's area, initial AQ% was significantly lower than non-involving Broca's area following previous Table 2 ).
Change of AQ% according to factors
When the initiation time of therapy was divided into two groups for 30 days after stroke, change of AQ% (Δ AQ%)
significantly increased for less than 30 days (p=0.001) compared to over 30 days. In aphasia type, Δ AQ% of the fl uent aphasia increased more than one of the nonfluent aphasia (p=0.022). In the cases of initial severity, Δ AQ% signifi cantly increased in both of the initial AQ% above 10% or 20% (10% p=0.030, 20% p<0.001) rather than under 10% or 20. According to age and sex, however, Δ AQ% showed no significant change. No statistical diff erences were found between the starting time based on 90 days after stroke, stroke type, and classifi cation for brain lesion using MRI (Table 3) .
Factors associated with good responses
Odds ratios of factors related with induced aphasia were statistically confi rmed. When infarction was the stan dard, Values are mean±standard deviation Δ AQ% = post-evaluation AQ% -pre-evaluation AQ% AQ: Aphasia quotient *p<0.05 by independent t-test
www.e-arm.org unadjusted odds ratio of stroke type was 5.571. Th is meant a degree of improvement in language function, implying hemorrhage was 5.5 times higher than infarction (p= 0.021) after speech therapy with tDCS. In adjusting for initial severity of odds ratio, the degree of improvement was also 4.9 times higher (p=0.037). Initial AQ%≥10% was the factor associated with good responses after speech therapy, in which the degree of improvement was 5.3 times higher compared with initial AQ%<10% (p=0.033). In adjusting for initial severity of odds ratio, the degree of improvement was also 8.6 times higher (p=0.029, Table  4 ). In addition, initial AQ% was significantly correlated with the natural logarithm of improvement of AQ% after therapy (R 2 =0.286, Pearson correlation coeffi cient=0.536, p=0.002, Fig. 2 ).
DISCUSSION
In this study, the initial severity was significantly different between more than 10% (7.92%) and less than 10% (16.84%), and the difference was significant even if divided by 20% using t-test. We confirmed that the higher the initial severity, the lower the Δ AQ% by logistic regression. Initial severity as a single factor supported the most important prognostic factor. To achieve these results, however, criteria for good responses after therapy www.e-arm.org and the defi nition of severity of aphasia were necessary. In previous studies, the criteria for dividing the severity of aphasia were not clearly defined. Depending on previously reported aphasia type for Koreans, initial severity was decided by AQ%. Compared to different kinds of aphasia, global aphasia had significantly lower AQ%, which meant a higher severity of aphasia. Kang et al. 22 reported that AQ% of global aphasia was 7.6±8.2%, AQ% of mixed transcortical aphasia was 19.5±12.0%, AQ% of Broca's aphasia was 26.6±16.4%, and AQ% of Wernicke's aphasia was 32.1±11.9% in the Korean population. Standard value of primary severity assessment was determined as 10% by AQ% of global aphasia. Secondary standard value was also determined as 20% by AQ% of mixed transcortical aphasia, which was the partially recovered form of global aphasia. In addition, there were no reports for the definition of a good response, and no data that could set a standard. In this study, the good response group was defi ned as 7% degree of improvement by AQ% difference (7.1%) between mixed transcortical aphasia, the boundary between high and low severity aphasia among high severity, and Broca's aphasia, the boundary between high and low severity aphasia among the low severity. No significant difference was found between initial se veri ties evaluated with K-WAB in patients treated within 30 days and patients treated 30-90 days after stroke onset. 22 We also used 30 and 90 days to classify the patients and adjusted for initial severities, and found no difference in the risks between two groups using the odds ratio. One of the problems in studying aphasia is that it can be hard to distinguish between spontaneous recoveries that often take place in the initial months and the response to speech therapy. 23 Th is may be explained by studies on aphasia recovery, which mostly focus on acute or subacute stroke patients, whereas studies on response to treatment are mostly based on patients at chronic stages. [24] [25] [26] In this study, patients treated within 30 days of stroke onset showed significantly higher improvements in the AQ% compared to those treated after 30 days, which may be the effect of initial spontaneous recovery. When compared with the results from Lazar et al. 11 , however, even higher improvements in the AQ score were seen in our results, despite the time diff erence of initial evaluation. Lazar et al. 11 performed Wes tern aphasia battery (WAB) to acute stroke patients initially without speech therapy and 90 days afterwards, and found that the the AQ score improved from 20.0±7.7 to 27.5±3.7 (p<0.001). In this study, 33 patients were evaluated using K-WAB after an average period of 70 days of onset, and showed an improvement of AQ score by 15.8±16.9, from 29.7±21.6 initially to 45.5±28.2 after 10 sessions of combined tDCS and speech therapy for 2 to 3 weeks. Th is is a greater improvement compared to other reports, in which the improvement of AQ score without speech therapy (p<0.02) can lead to the assumption that tDCS combined with speech therapy in addition to spontaneous recovery contributed to the improvement in speech function. Patients in this study were at chronic stages, so the greater improvement in the AQ score showed the eff ect of tDCS combined with speech therapy. Furthermore, another study on aphasia treatment, where the patients received advanced community-based treatment programs (average time taken to treatment from onset was 68.6±12.3 days), showed an overall impro vement of AQ score from 42.5±27.4 to 51.6±28.7.
Although not statistically proven, this is presumed to be a lesser improvement than our study. 27 In this study, aphasia due to hemorrhage rather than in farction was a statistically significant related factor for improvement in language functions. This has not been reported in previous studies, because instead of classifying the patients by lesions in the cortex or subcortex, we classifi ed them into patients with hemorrhage or infarct. Patients with hemorrhage mostly had www.e-arm.org lesions in the basal ganglia, capsule and corona radiata, which were classifi ed as the subcortical area. Compared to infarction, hemorrhage had less eff ect on the cortical areas, and thereby was shown to be a better prognostic factor. 20, 22 However, this was in line with the results of this study since patients with cortical lesions were likely to have higher severity of aphasia than patients with subcortical lesions. When the brain lesions were classified into language areas, the odds ratio was not statistically signifi cant. Th is can be explained by the fact that patients who had aphasia due to hemorrhage began therapy in 149.5 days, which is earlier than patients with aphasia due to infarction (244.3 days). Although not shown due to missing data, better overall function, excluding aphasia, in hemorrhage patients than infarct patients may have contributed to the above result. Among fl uent and non-fl uent aphasia divided by brain lesion, fl uent aphasia was known to get a good prognosis. However, a previous study had reported that the degree of improvement, which was different the prognosis in global aphasia is greater than Wernicke's aphasia. 16 Based on this report, looking at the results of this study, AQ% (43.60±26.29%) of fluent aphasia was 30% higher than AQ% (14.55±11.33%) of non-fluent aphasia. In fluent aphasia, the maximum value of AQ% increased as symptom improvement was higher. However, the absolute AQ% value of improvement in non-fl uent aphasia was higher, because very low initial AQ% in nonfluent aphasia may be significantly changed. Therefore, it is considered that there was no statistically signifi cant change in the improvement of AQ% between fl uent and non-fl uent aphasia.
Transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) is reported to have the ability to control resting membrane potentials in neurons of the brain and generate depolarization or hyperpolarization depending on the position and polarity of the electrode. 28 How tDCS affects the function of language, however, is still controversial, and precise stimulation of the targeted area of brain needs to be investigated. Whether tDCS combined with speech therapy has a treatment response in aphasia has not been reported. However, the safety of tDCS was validated in a study using a double-blind, sham-controlled method, 10 and another study showed improved accuracy in naming task with anodal stimulation of the Broca's area. 9 Anodal tDCS over the left prefrontal cortex has been reported to enhance naming accuracy in chronic aphasic patients, 29 while stimulation of the Wernicke's area, and other cathodal stimulation also showed improvements in naming accuracy in other reports. 29, 30 This study showed significant improvements in all items of K-WAB, which was inconsistent with previously mentioned studies reporting improvements in naming accuracy. This may be the result of speech therapy rather than the effect of cathodal tDCS. Cathodal tDCS can generate hyperpolarization by changing the resting potential of cell membranes, and inhibit activation of cells thereby affecting the recovery of function of the contralateral side. Therefore, tDCS may contribute to creating a sound environment for speech therapy, but cannot be the fundamental speech therapy itself. Most studies used naming performances such as the Boston naming test, picture naming task, and overt naming task as their dependent variable when evaluating normal or aphasic patients after tDCS, which was a possible explanation for the limited results of improvements in the naming accuracy only. Using the WAB or K-WAB as dependent variables will allow more comprehensive evaluation of the speech performance.
Th is study had several limitations. Th e patients ranged from acute to chronic stages, and initial evaluation time varied among patients. The study was based on retrospective review of medical records, so the patients could not be adjusted for factors that could possibly affect aphasia if they had no results for other cognitive dysfunction. Structural components that might aff ect the prognosis, such as severe brain atrophy, were not taken into account when reviewing brain MRIs of the patients, and this could explain why patients achieved less AQ% improvements than expected. An objective measure to identify the effect of tDCS on improvement of speech function was not taken due to absence of a control group.
CONCLUSION
The study shows that speech therapy combined with tDCS has better results in fl uent aphasic patients whose initial treatment began within 30 days after stroke onset, and had AQ% of 20% or more in the initial K-WAB evaluation. Initial severity of aphasia was strongly associated with improvement in speech function, with lower initial severity showing good responses. Hemorrhage www.e-arm.org rather than infarction was a better prognostic factor for speech function improvement, as it affected less on the cortical areas of brain related to language. Based on the results, combining tDCS with speech therapy or performing speech therapy alone to patients with lower initial severity was likely to show improved response to speech therapy. Combination of tDCS and speech therapy may be used in the treatment of aphasia but further large scale randomized trials are needed to confirm whether it is superior to conventional speech therapy.
